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In the world of Italian food, few dishes are as well known and loved as the humble lasagna. The
dish is simply layers upon layers of savory goodness. Make it meaty, creamy, cheesy, whatever
you want! Nonetheless, we think it’s about time to switch things up a bit and introduce some
slightly unconventional but equally delicious lasagnas into your weekly rotation.Layers Over
Layers is our favorite collection of exquisite lasagnas that will keep your oven full and stomach
happy! Make them ahead or on the spot, these recipes will surprise you with how easy and
delicious they are! Now, we never said all of them would be authentically Italian. In fact, some of
them are a fusion of cuisines, making them absolutely incredible while still respecting the
number one principle of any good lasagna: it needs to be layered upon layers of delicious
goodness! Let’s go!



Layers Over LayersThe Official Lasagna Cookbook for Pasta LoversBY - Zoe MooreCopyright
2022 by Zoe MooreCopyright NotesI’ve spent a lifetime in the kitchen, and all the knowledge I’ve
accumulated from that hasn’t come without its fair share of burns and disasters. Fortunately, I’m
a lot wiser from it all and am now in a place where I can share my knowledge and skills with you.
However, that doesn’t mean anyone can use my content for any purpose they please. This book
has been copyrighted as a way to protect my story, knowledge, and recipes, so I can continue
sharing them with others into the future.Do not make any print or electronic reproductions, sell,
re-publish, or distribute this book in parts or as a whole unless you have express written consent
from me or my team.This is a condensed version of the copyright license, but it’s everything you
need to know in a nutshell. Please help protect my life’s work and all the burns and melted
spatulas I have accumulated in order to publish this book.Gift for Buying My Book!I wasn’t
always a trained chef. Before I went to culinary school, my skills in the kitchen were pretty
unreliable, and my Sweet 16 birthday cake was the epitome of my amateur baking career at my
uncle’s bakery. Since I insisted on baking it without any help, you can imagine what it turned out
like… I eye-balled all the measurements, made up amounts for things like baking powder and
salt, and even decided to throw more butter in just because I thought it would make it better.
Unfortunately, my unlimited passion wasn’t very fruitful in the end. It was delicious, though, in its
way.Regardless of the kind of home cook you are, I’m sure the free ebooks I will send out will
excite you equally! They’re full of recipes that have been developed and tested by pro cooks so
that you never end up with less than perfect versions of delicious treats like my birthday cake. All
you need to do is subscribe to my mailing list to get the ebooks sent to you right away, and you
can start cooking. Good luck!Table of ContentsIntroduction(1) Easy Pancake lasagna(2)
Rosemary Butternut Squash Lasagna(3) Muffin – Tin Lasagna(4) Make A-head lasagna(5)
Sausages & Swiss Chard Lasagna(6) Makeover Meatless lasagna(7) Seafood tortilla lasagna(8)
Mexican Lasagna(9) Artichoke Mushroom Lasagna(10) Polenta Lasagna(11) Tomato – French
Bread Lasagna(12) One Skillet Lasagna(13) Lasagna with White Sauce(14) Buffalo Chicken
lasagna(15) Burrito- lasagna(16) Chicken Marsala Lasagna(17) Bacon – Colby Lasagna(18)
Spinach Lasagna Roll-Ups(19) Four Cheese Lasagna(20) Chicken Alfredo Lasagna(21)
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Makeover Traditional lasagna(25) Hearty Sausage and Cheese Lasagna(26) Taco Lasagna(27)
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style lasagna(30) Spinach and Sausages LasagnaAbout the AuthorAuthor's
AfterthoughtsIntroductionBolognese and bechamel-spinach lasagnas are to die for. We know
that. You know that. Nonetheless, when it’s the hundredth time you’ve had it, you can’t help but
feel a little underwhelmed (even if it’s really good). That’s because your soul is asking for more!
But not necessarily more lasagna, just more recipes for it! Where do you start, though? It’s not
easy when you’ve been conditioned to think that lasagna is only ever meant to be Italian— it’s
not! To prove our point, Layers Over Layers is a collection of unconventional lasagnas using all
sorts of ingredients and influenced by several international cuisines. The end result? Layers



upon layers of goodness. To make things even better, we’ve made sure they’re incredibly easy to
make and ready in an hour or less. Wow. You can also make them ahead or even freeze them for
later consumption. Does it get any better than this? It does. If you’re wondering what kind of
lasagnas we’ll be up to, how about a buffalo chicken one and a ravioli lasagna? These are just
two of our favorites but we promise you’ll love all of our recipes! Oh, the chicken marsala lasagna
is also to die for… Anyway, we’ve got some lasagna sheets ready, so which recipe are we going
to start with today? You can’t call yourself a pasta lover until you’ve defied the limits of your taste
buds and the concept you’ve got of lasagna. Good luck!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(1) Easy Pancake
lasagnaHave you ever tried the same style of sweet pancake? But now, you can make this style
of pancake for your kids and for your family. This Pancake Lasagna is full of cheese and
everyone will love your recipe. Total Prep Time: 50 minutes Yield: 6List of Ingredients:Ground
beef 1 lb.Cottage cheese 1 cupTomato paste 1 canWater ¾Minced dried onion 2 tbsp.Dried
basil 1 tsp.Garlic salt ¾ tsp.Dried oregano ½ tsp.Pepper ¼ tsp.Room temperature large egg
2Milk 2/3 cupAll-purpose flour ½ cupSalt ¼ tsp.Mozzarella shredded part-skim cheese 2
cupsParmesan grated cheese ½
cupXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHow to Cook:1. Take a
large skillet, on medium heat cook beef until it gets changes its color.2. Take blender or food
processor and add cottage cheese until it gets smooth3. Add tomato paste, water, seasoning,
and beef, and put it aside4. Take a bowl, add egg, milk, salt, and flour, beat it properly.5. Take a
greased 9-inch skillet, pour the batter 1/3 cup.6. The bottom of the pan should be cover, tilting.7.
Flip the pancake until it gets brown and same with another side.8. Now, remove it and put it on a
pepper towel.9. Repeat the same procedure.10. Put it 10 in pie plate with 1 pancake11. Now,
spread the meat mixture, mozzarella cheese ½, parmesan cheese 1 tbsp.12. Repeat the same
procedure with other pancakes and spread the remaining cheese.13. Uncover bake at 375
degrees for 25 to 30 minutes until it gets through.14. Now, serve it with parmesan cheese.(2)
Rosemary Butternut Squash LasagnaWe tried this recipe when the season for butternut squash
was upon us and we loved this variety of lasagna and it has become one of our favorite’s
lasagnas ever since. You must try this lasagna.Total Prep Time: 1 hour 20 minutesYield: 8List of
Ingredients:Uncooked lasagna noodles whole grain 9 sheetsButternut squash medium of 3 lbs.
1 (cut into slices of ¼ inch and peeled)Olive oil 2 tbsp.Divided salt 1 tsp.All-purpose flour 6
tbsp.Milk fat-free 4 cupsMinced garlic cloves 6Fresh rosemary minced 1 tbsp.Parmesan cheese
shredded 1 1/3 cupsXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHow to
Cook:1. Preheat the oven to about 425 F.2. Cook the noodles as per the package directions and
drain.3. Take a big bowl and combine the salt ½ tsp, oil, and squash and toss well to coat.4.
Transfer the mixture into a baking pan of 15x10x1-inches coated with the cooking spray.5. Bake
for 10 to minutes and until tender and remove from the oven.6. Reduce the heat to about 375 F.7.
Place the rest of the salt and flour in a big saucepan and whisk in the milk gradually.8. Bring the
milk to boiling while constantly stirring and cook for 1 to minutes and until thickened.9. Stir in the



rosemary and garlic.10. Spread sauce 1 cup in a baking dish of 13x19 inches and coated with
the cooking spray.11. Layer it with sauce 1 cup, squash 1/3 rd part, cheese 1/3 cup, and noodles
3 sheets.12. Repeat these layers two times and sprinkle the rest of the cheese.13. Cover the tray
and bake for 40 minutes.14. Uncover the dish and bake for about 10 minutes and until bubbly
and the top becomes light brown.15. Let it stand for 10 minutes then serve.(3) Muffin – Tin
LasagnaThis Muffin-Tin Lasagna is one of the easiest and most interesting ways to make
muffins for your parties. Its taste and consistency will make you more enthusiastic to try this
recipe again. We gave it a nice muffin touch in lasagna.Total Prep Time: 30 minutesYield: 1
dozenList of Ingredients:Lightly beaten large egg 1Ricotta cheese part-skim 1 carton of 15
ouncesItalian shredded cheese divided into 2 cupsOlive oil 1 tbsp.Wonton wrappers 24Pasta
sauce garden style 1 jar of 24 ouncesFresh minced
parsley XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHow to Cook:1. Heat
oven for 375 degrees, take a bowl mix ricotta cheese, egg, and Italian cheese blend 1-1/4
cups2. Grease 12 muffin cups using oil and line every cup with the wonton wrapper.3. Fill every
cup using pasta sauce 1 ½ tbsp. and ricotta mixture 1 tbsp. Top it with a second wrapper
pressing down and making corners. 4. Repeat it with ricotta sauce layers and sprinkle the
remaining cheese.
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